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Does the EH3LB key head contain a battery?
No, there is no battery in the new EH3LB head.

Does the EH3LB key head fit into the existing Ilco blades?
Yes, the EH3LB head is designed to fit all existing blades from the Ilco modular key program.
Currently there are 22 blades available for the Ilco Modular Key System.

Are Complete Keys (EH3LB head with blade) also available? 
Yes, complete keys are also available. 

Are there separate versions of the EH3LB for Texas Instruments and Philips encrypted applications?
No, only one EH3LB head is needed for both Texas Instruments and Philips encrypted applications.

Will the Snoop continue to work with Philips encrypted applications?
Yes, the Snoop will continue to be used with Philips encrypted applications, simply follow the same procedure.

NOTE: Typically it takes 1-2 minutes at the vehicle using the SNOOP and an additional 2-3 minutes to clone  
the key.

Will I need special equipment or software updates to use the EH3LB head?
Yes, you will need an RW4 Plus, Ilco EZ Clone Plus, or *Plus Box with software version 03.03.061 or higher in 
order to use the EH3LB head.  

NOTE: Technology has surpassed the capability of older cloning devices (RW2, RW3 etc. devices) and these 
units cannot be updated to clone modular, electronic keys. 

How can I get the software update needed to use the EH3LB head?
All registered users of Ilco cloning tools will be sent a notification of the new EH3LB head and receive access to 
the free software update needed.

Owners who have not registered their cloning devices should email Technical Support (tech_support@irm.kaba.
com) with the following information to receive the software update. 

Company Name
Contact Name
Address
Email address
Machine type (RW4 Plus, Ilco EZ®-Clone Plus, Plus Box, etc)
Serial number
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Can I still use my inventory of EH3 and EH3P heads?
Yes, the EH3 and EH3P heads will continue to work with your cloning tools.

Will the EH3 and EH3P heads still be available?
Yes, EH3 and EH3P heads are available.  These are used by those who have not upgraded to a Plus model 
cloning tool, added a Plus Box to their unit or who currently do not have a need for the EH3LB head.

Will the disassembly tool work with the new head?
Yes, the EK3RT Removal Tool will work with this new head. 

*About the Plus Box: 
The “Plus Box” is a module developed to add programming capability for Philips encrypted transponders to  
existing RW4 and Ilco EZ®-Clone tools.  This module attaches to the bottom of the cloning tool and is connected 
electronically in the back of the units. 
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